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In this paper a new dispersion model of the optical constants of amorphous solids enabled
us to perform an efficient parameterization of the optical constants of diamond like carbon
(DLC) thin films. The model was based on the mathematical modeling of the density of
electronic states (DOS) corresponding to both the valence and conduction bands. Moreover,
the existence of the � and � electronic states was taken into account, i. e. two valence and two
conduction bands were supposed. The imaginary and real parts of the dielectric function were
then calculated by the numerical convolution of the DOS and using a corresponding Kramers–
Kronig relation, respectively. According to the model the DOS as well as the optical constants
were calculated from ellipsometric measurements in the range 240–830 nm and estimated
even outside this range. From the parameters of the model we evaluated also the ratio of � -
to- � electrons and consequently the sp � -to-sp � ratio using a known hydrogen atomic fraction.
The optical constants of DLC films with addition of SiO � were determined and compared
with DLC too.

PACS: 78.20.Bh, 78.20.Ci, 78.66.Jg

1 Introduction

The investigation of diamond like carbon (DLC) films has been already attracted much attention
because of their unique properties such as high mechanical hardness, low friction, hight thermal
conductivity, inertness against corrosive gases, transparency in the visible and IR spectral region
and low electron affinity (see e. g. [1–4]). Previously, we have determined spectral dependences
of the optical constants of the DLC films without any parameterization in the range 240–830 nm
by a multi-sample modification of variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) [5]. In the
same paper the spectral dependences of the determined optical constants were interpreted using
a dispersion model based on two modified Lorentz oscillators corresponding to both �
	�� �
and �	�� � interband transitions. In Ref. [6] we have shown that a new dispersion model based
on mathematical modeling of the density of electronic states (DOS) corresponding to both the
valence and conduction bands can be successfully used for the optical constants of amorphous�
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solids, particularly for chalcogenide films. Since DLC films consist of sp � and sp � bonded car-
bon, four � electrons in sp � site carbon and three � and one � electrons in sp � site carbon can
be found [7]. In the present work we extended the above DOS model to the DLC films taking
into account the existence of both, the � and � electronic states. By this way we constructed a
Kramers–Kronig consistent model of optical constants of DLC working in a wide spectral range.

Moreover, we used the same model for DLC films deposited with an addition of SiO � groups
(denoted as DLC:SiO � films). Motivation for a study of modified DLC films, such as DLC:SiO � ,
consists in a relatively strong intrinsic stress of pure DLC films which represents a certain dis-
advantage for their practical applications [8, 9]. This fact namely causes a peeling of the films
and limits considerably a deposition of relatively thick films. It was found that the intrinsic
stress in the DLC:SiO � films prepared by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD)
from a mixture of methane (CH � ) and hexamethyldisiloxane (C � H ��� Si � O, the abbreviation of
this material is HMDSO) was strongly reduced [10–12]. In Ref. [12] a complex characterisation
of DLC:SiO � was performed including modeling of optical constants in the range restricted to
400–830 nm. The model used was a Cauchy formula for refractive index and an exponential form
of extinction coefficient. Obviously, this model was not Kramers–Kronig consistent. Anyway, it
has been shown that DLC:SiO � films exhibited, besides improved mechanical properties, slightly
different optical properties as compared with DLC. In the present paper, we compared DLC:SiO �
optical constants obtained in the whole measured range, 240–830 nm, using a Kramer–Kronig
consistent model with these of pure DLC.

2 Description of the dispersion model

The model was created on the basis of the following assumptions:� The real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function fulfill the Kramers–Kronig relations.� The dielectric function is odd with regard to photon energy � ( � � ��� � �"! � � � � � � ), i. e.
symmetrical to time-reversal.� The � and � bonding states form the two � and � valence bands. Similarly, the excited � �
and � � antibonding states form the two � � and � � conduction bands.� The absorption is caused by interband transitions between the �	#� � and �$	%� � states.
The DOS distribution is parabolic as in crystals in the vicinity of the energy extrema of
both the valence and conduction bands [13].� Transitions �&	'� � and �(	)� � are considerably less probable than transitions �(	*� �
and �	#� � and therefore can be neglected.� For simplicity, the DOS is symmetrical with respect to the Fermi energy �"+ ( �,+-!/. ).

The above assumptions on the DOS distribution for DLC films are demonstrated in Fig. 1. It
is evident that in the model there are low and high energy limits of both, the �$	#� � and �$	%� �
transitions, i. e. �,021 , �4351 , �4076 and �,386 . The DOS distribution of the valence bands 9;:7< � �;�
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Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of the DOS distribution for the DLC.

(where =>!/�@?�� ) can be expressed as

9 :7< � � �A! BDC <AE � � �
FHGJI� E F@K I�ML �N? �NF@K I�PO � O �NFHGJI�.Q? RTS�UWVYX�Z4[]\�VT^ (1)

The parameter
C < is proportional to the valence � and � electron densities of the material. One

can symmetrically express the DOS for the conduction bands:

9`_a< � �;�b! B C < E � �cF GJI� E F K I� � �d? F GJI�*O � O F K I�.W? RTS�UWVYX�Z4[]\�VT^ (2)

The contribution of �e	f� � and �e	)� � transitions to the imaginary part of the dielectric
function can be calculated as a convolution of the valence and conduction DOS distributions [13]:

� � < � � �b!hgji �lknmo �qp � � i �r���i stvuxw y :�_2z < w �|{
}~ {
9`:7< ��� ��9`_a< �a� L � ��� � ? (3)

where k , m , o ,
tvu

and w y :2_2z < w � are electron charge, Planck’s constant, electron mass, certain part
of the Brillouin zone of the corresponding crystalline material and squared momentum-matrix
element, respectively. All the constants in front of the integral can be included into the constantC < . Then the total imaginary part of the dielectric function has a simple sum form:

� � � �;�b!��<��l1Tz 6 s� � {}~ {
9�:7< �a� �r9 _a< ��� L � �r� � ? (4)
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where the symbols 9 :51 � � � , 9 _�1 � � � , 9 :56 � � � and 9 _�6 � � � now represent the quantities propor-
tional to the DOS distribution in the corresponding bands.

The corresponding real part of the dielectric function is expressed by the Kramers–Kronig
relation [14] as:

��� � �;�b! s L i� {} u � � � ��� �� � � � � � � ^ (5)

The integral Eq. (5) can be transformed into numerically more convenient form using the time-
reversal symmetry and a suitable substitution:

� � � �;�b! s L s�
�} u � � � � L �� ~ � � � � � � � � �� ~ � �� � s

� � � � � ^ (6)

The six-parameter dispersion model of the dielectric function �� � �;�b!e� � � � � L [�� � � � � of the
amorphous carbon materials is based on Eqs. (1), (2), (4) and (6). The parameters characterizing
the model are

C 1 , � 071 , � 381 ,
C 6 , � 026 and � 386 .

3 Preparation of the samples

The DLC and DLC:SiO � films were prepared by PECVD method in r. f. low pressure glow
discharges. The reactor chamber was a glass cylinder closed by two stainless steel flanges and
evacuated by a diffusion pump. The bottom graphite electrode, on which the substrates for
deposition were placed, was capacitively coupled to a generator working at the frequency of
13.56 MHz. The upper graphite electrode, 100 mm in the diameter, was 55 mm apart from
the bottom electrode of the 148 mm in diameter. A detailed description of the reactor is given
in Ref. [15]. The pressure in the reactor was measured with an absolute vacuum manometer
(Capacitron Leybold). The depositions were carried out in the flow regime and the flow rates of
gases were controlled by Hastings electronic flow controllers.

All the depositions were carried out at the r. f. power of 100 W. DLC films were deposited
from a mixture of methane (CH � ) and argon. The dc negative self-bias

�4� .�. V due to the
capacitive coupling and different mobility of electrons and ions occurred on the r. f. driven elec-
trode. The flow rate of methane ( �`�Q��� ) was 1.3 sccm and the corresponding partial pressure
was y �W�@�/!)��^ � Pa. The flow rate of argon ( �`��� ) was 0.3 sccm with the partial pressurey �@�>!��W^ � Pa. We kept constant all the deposition conditions except the deposition time that
varied from 5 to 90 min. By this way we obtained similar films which thicknesses varied in the
range 35–510 nm.

In case of the DLC:SiO � film depositions the HMDSO monomer was added into the CH � /Ar
gas feed. Here, the dc negative bias was -350 V. The flow rates of CH � , Ar and HMDSO were
1.4, 0.35 and 0.25 sccm, respectively. The total pressure was 9.8 Pa. As above we changed the
deposition time in order to obtain films with different thicknesses. The depositions lasted from 5
to 50 min which corresponded to the thicknesses in the range 160–700 nm.
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4 Data acquisition and processing

Ellipsometric measurements of the films deposited on silicon substrates were performed in the
spectral range from 240 to 830 nm (1.5–5.2 eV). The angle of incidence varied from 55 � to 75 �
in steps of 5 � . A UVISEL DH10 Jobin-Yvon phase-modulated ellipsometer was used to measure
the ellipsometric quantities in the reflection mode using zone averaging (for details see Ref. [5]).
By this procedure we obtained relatively precise spectral dependences of the ellipsometric ratio�� characterizing the film-substrate system as well as an estimation of its errors. The ellipsometric
ratio �� is defined as�� ! ��Y���Y  (7)

where ��8� and ��Y  represent the Fresnel coefficients of the samples. These coefficients are a func-
tion of optical parameters of the system under study (see below).

We applied a multi-sample modification of variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE)
method for determining the parameters of the prepared films. Within this method all the data
measured on a whole set of the films, either DLC or DLC:SiO � , were treated simultaneously
under assumption that every particular set of the films is formed by the same material from the
optical point of view. This means that either DLC or DLC:SiO � differed only in thicknesses.
For more details on the multi-sample methods, in general, refer to Ref. [16]. In particular, we
assumed a model of a homogeneous isotropic film on a homogeneous isotropic substrate. Optical
constants of the silicon substrate were taken from Ref. [17]. The layers were characterized by
spectral dependences of the refractive index ¡l¢ , extinction coefficient £�¢ and by their thickness¤ ¢ . Further, we can write�¡ ¢ !¥¡ ¢ � [5£ ¢ !c¦ � � (8)

where � � is complex conjugated2 film dielectric function defined by our six-parameters model
(see sec. 2). These six parameters together with the film thicknesses have been found by a least-
squares method (LSM) constructing the following merit function:�4�b§¨ �j! �T© w �� �b§¨ ?�ª © ?�« u © � � ��¬ � �© w �¯® © (9)

where
§¨

denotes the vector whose components are identical with the parameters sought and ��Q¬ � �©
are the experimental values. Subscript £ counts for the measurements, ® © and ª © are the weight
of the experimental values and the wavelengths, respectively, and « u © is the angle of incidence of
light falling onto the upper boundary of the system. The theoretical values �� �4§¨ ?2ª © ?�« u © � were
calculated using a matrix formalism [18, 19]. For searching the best fit, i. e. the minimum of�,�v§¨ � , the Marquardt–Levenberg algorithm was applied [20].

5 Results and discussion

In Figs. 2 and 3 the selected real and imaginary parts of the measured ellipsometric ratio �� are
compared with the corresponding theoretical values. The theoretical values are calculated on

2Complex conjugation resulted formally from the definition of the ellipsometric ratio °± .
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Fig. 2. Spectral dependences of real and imaginary parts of the ellipsometric ratio ²³ for two selected
DLC films and 65 ´ angle of incidence. Points and curves represent experimental and theoretical values,
respectively. Film labels are given in the figure legend and correspond to thicknesses given in Table 1.

the basis of the best fits. We can see that the agreement between the measured and theoretical
values is good. Parameters of the films and their statistical errors obtained from the best fits
are summarized in Table 1. All the six parameters of the model were searched during the fits
I. and II. However, in case of DLC:SiO � the parameters � 351 and � 386 had very high errors
and their correlation coefficient was equal to one. This means they could not be determined
independently. Therefore we decided to perform a new fit, labeled III., in which they were
merged in one parameter, i. e. the optical constants were described by the five-parameter model.
A physical reason why these two parameters had to be merged is the fact that the high energy
limits of both transitions are far from the upper energy 5.2 eV at which the ellipsometric ratio
could be measured. Note that high energy interband transitions ( �Dµ¶�W^ i eV) contribute only
to the real part of the dielectric function in the measured range by an additive constant.3 From
Table 1 we can see that both fits II. and III. give practically the same values of the parameters.
Since the parameters in the fit III. are not correlated their statistical errors are reduced.

The optical constants corresponding to the fits I. and III. are depicted for the measured spec-
tral range in Fig. 4. In fact, the optical constants belonging to the fit III. could represent also the
results of the fit II. The atomic composition of the films obtained by Rutherford backscattering
spectroscopy show that even 7.8 % additional SiO

uY· � � groups change significantly the optical

3Most of the other models describe the high energy transitions simply by using parameter ¸n¹�º , e. g. Jellison–Modine
model [21]. In contrary, this parameter does not exist in our model and therefore the high energy limit of °¸ has a correct
value of vacuum ( °¸Y»]¼N½H¾À¿ ).
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Fig. 3. Spectral dependences of real and imaginary parts of the ellipsometric ratio ²³ for two selected
DLC:SiO � films and 65 ´ angle of incidence. Points and curves represent experimental and theoretical
values, respectively. Film labels are given in the figure legend and correspond to thicknesses given in
Table 1.

properties of the films. The refractive index of the DLC:SiO � films is higher than in case of the
DLC films. This means that the total density of valence electrons is higher and/or the DOS dis-
tribution is moved to lower energies. On the other hand, the extinction coefficient in the visible
is lower for the DLC:SiO � films and we cannot observe a resolved absorption peak of �Á	P� �
electron transitions.

From the parameters obtained within our model we can of course construct the dielectric
function of both materials studied as well as the distribution of DOS in a wide energy range
(see Figs. 5 and 6). It should be noticed, however, that it is only a certain estimation of the
material optical response outside the measured range that is depicted by two vertical lines in
Fig. 5. In Fig. 6 the curves plotted represent the quantities 9;:81 � � � , 9 _�1 � � � , 9�:56 � � � and9 _�6 � � � proportional to the DOS distribution of the films. The normalized DOS distribution can
be obtained by a normalization of the sum 9 � � �j!c9;:81 � � � L 9�:86 � � � and multiplying by the
factor equal to the density of the valence electrons. The advantage of the model is the separation
of optical responses from � and � electron transitions. According to the following formula we
calculated quantities proportional to the density Â-< of both the electrons (= !¥�v?�� )ÂÃ<"Ä C < � �,37< � �,0�<5� � (10)

and obtained the relative densities of � and � electrons for DLC films, 96.9 % and 3.1 %, respec-
tively. The DLC films are composed of carbon in sp � and sp � configurations and hydrogen. Four
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Tab. 1. Six parameters characterizing the optical properties of the DLC and DLC:SiO � films and the thick-
nesses of these films found by fitting the measured ellipsometric ratio.

DLC DLC:SiO � DLC:SiO �
fit I. fit II. fit III.C 1 [eV ~ ��Å � ] .W^ ��Æ��4Ç .Q^ .�. � .Q^ � �,Ç .W^ s�s .W^È� � � Ç .W^ .�.��� 071 [eV] s ^ � s �
Ç .W^ .�.� s ^ É�. s

Ç .W^ .�.� s ^
Æ ÉÊ Ç .W^ .�.��� 381 [eV] ���W^ � Ç .W^È� � � Ç i . � �Q^ � Ç .W^ �C 6 [eV ~ ��Å � ] .W^ É � � Ç .Q^ .�. Æ .Q^ ��É Ç .W^ s � .W^ � Æ Ê Ç .W^ .�.���4076 [eV] .W^ Æ �ËÊ Ç .W^ .�.�� s ^ s Ên.

Ç .W^ .�.� s ^ s �
Æ4Ç .W^ .�.���4386 [eV] ÊË^ Æ�Æ,Ç .W^ .�� � � Ç �Ê �4356ÍÌÎ�4381¤ ¢]� [nm] � � ^ É �4Ç .W^ .�� s ��.Q^ É��

Ç .W^ . Æ s ��.Q^ É��
Ç .W^ . Æ¤ ¢ � [nm] Ê i ^ � ÆÏÇ .W^ .�� i ���Q^ ��� Ç .W^ s�s i ���Q^ ��� Ç .W^ s�s¤ ¢ � [nm] s�s�s ^

Æ i Ç .Q^ .� �
s i ^ s i

Ç .W^ s
Æ �

s i ^ s .
Ç .W^ s

Æ¤ ¢Ð� [nm] i � i ^ÑÊ i Ç .Q^ .�É ��Æ ÉQ^ s �
Ç .W^ s É

��Æ ÉQ^ s �
Ç .W^ s É¤ ¢ÓÒ [nm] �����^ �Ê Ç .Q^ s

� ��ÊT�W^ �4Ç .W^ � ��ÊT�W^ �,Ç .W^ �¤ ¢Ó� [nm] � s .W^ .��
Ç .Q^ s É Ên.��W^ �4Ç .W^ � Ên.��W^ � Ç .W^ �¤ ¢ÓÔ [nm] –

Æ É i ^ i Ç .W^ � Æ É i ^ i Ç .W^ �¤ ¢Ó� [nm] – s�s
Æ ��^ ÆÏÇ .W^È� s�s

Æ ��^ ÆÏÇ .W^È�
� electrons belong to sp � site carbon, three � and one � electrons to sp � site carbon and each
hydrogen atom contributes to a single � electron. Then, we can writeÂ 6 ! Â �lÕ×Ö�ØYÙ2ÚÂÛ1 ! Âd� L � Â �lÕ×Ö�ØYÜ�Ú L �lÂ �¯Õ×Ö�Ø Ù Ú

s ! Â � L Â �¯Õ]Ö�Ø Ü Ú L Â �lÕ×Ö�Ø Ù Ú
where Â � , Â �lÕ×Ö�Ø Ü Ú and Â �¯Õ×ÖaØ�Ù�Ú are atomic fractions of hydrogen, sp � and sp � bonded carbon,
respectively and ÂÛ1 , ÂÛ6 are fractions of � , � electrons per one atom, respectively. The optical,
electrical and mechanical properties of the DLC films appeared to be determined by the relative
amounts of sp � and sp � sites. Since we know the ratio of � -to- � electrons from our model and the
atomic fraction of hydrogen from elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA) we can easily found
the sp � -to-sp � ratio similar as in Ref. [22] using Eq. (11):Â �lÕ×Ö�Ø Ü ÚÂ �lÕ×Ö�ØYÙ2Ú ! �

s
� ��ÝÞ� � Âd� � s

� i ÝÞ�Ý �ß�`� �YÂ-�v� (11)

where Ýà! Â-6Â-1 ! C 6 � �4356 � �4076W���C 1 � �,381 � �4071W� � ^ (12)

Particularly, the hydrogen atomic fraction and the sp � -to-sp � ratio were 0.32 and 6.2 for the DLC
films studied. These values classify the films as hard but possessing a relatively high internal
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Fig. 4. The spectral dependences of both the refractive index áHâ and extinction coefficient ãnâ of the DLC
and DLC:SiO � films.

stress [23]. This was confirmed also by the mechanical tests showing the hardness of the films as
high as 24 GPa and a high compressive stress in the films causing their spontaneous delamination
if the film thickness exceeded 0.6 ä m [15].

In case of DLC:SiO � films the same analysis cannot be performed. According to the Ruther-
ford backscattering analysis (RBS) and ERDA the DLC:SiO � are composed of 42 % carbon,
50 % hydrogen, 2 % oxygen and 6 % silicon. Therefore Eq. (11) is not strictly valid. If we
neglect the contribution of silicon and oxygen bonds and use, nevertheless, above relations to
estimate the ratio of � -to- � electrons we get the value of 0.73. Such high amount of � electrons
is not in agreement with the film high hardness of 20 GPa. Moreover, looking carefully at Fig. 6
we can see that the � and � states are not as good separated as for DLC films. It means that
these two bands do not represent � and � electrons solely but rather more complicated structure
of DLC:SiO � that should be correctly described by more than two electron states. However, this
would increase the number of fitting parameters above reasonable number resulting in a high
correlations among them.

6 Conclusion

The formulae representing the dispersion model of optical constants of DLC films based on the
parameterization of the DOS are described in detail. Within this parameterization the �å	æ� �
and �Á	)� � interband transitions are respected. The dispersion model contains six parameters
clearly characterizing DLC in a broad spectral range.
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Fig. 5. The spectral dependences of real and imaginary parts of dielectric function of the DLC and
DLC:SiO � films calculated using the described dispersion model.

The model was successfully applied to interprete the ellipsometric measurements in the range
240–830 nm (1.5–5.2 eV) carried out on the DLC and DLC:SiO � films with different thicknesses
(multi-sample modification of VASE). The DOS as well as the optical constants were obtained
in the measured range and could be estimated even outside this range using the model. In case of
DLC films the ratio of � -to- � electrons was evaluated simply from the model parameters found
by fitting. Consequently, the sp � -to-sp � ratio was determined using this ratio and the known
hydrogen atomic fraction. The optical constants of the DLC:SiO � differed from these of pure
DLC. In this case the two valence and two conduction bands do not represent � and � electrons
solely but rather more complicated structure of the films. Therefore we develop a new extended
model for DLC:SiO � .
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic under
contract 202/01/1110 and by the Ministry of Education of the Czech Republic under contracts
MSM143100003, COST 527.20 and ME489. The numerical computations was performed using
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